Friday, September 16th
7:00pm / Nicolas Horvath
SHAW TOWER LOBBY

In this very personal program, french pianist Nicolas Horvath revisits his
musical roots with a selection that made him famous.

Saturday, September 17th
1:00pm / Triology
SHAW TOWER LOBBY

Triology is a supergroup of award winning Canadian jazz musicians – they will be
performing wonderful impromptu arrangements of classic jazz standards, music from
the Great American Aong Ook and original compositions by the members of the trio.

5:00pm / Jade Monet & Kevin Castro with John Nicholson
SHAW TOWER LOBBY

Jade Monet and Kevin Castro have been playing together at numerous venues in since
2020, and for their performance they will be showcasing their original music as well as
covering timeless material from legendary jazz artists. Accompanied by saxophone player
John Nicholson, the trio will be adding their own spin on all the classics.

8:00pm / In Spanish Gardens with Melani Mestre
SHAW TOWER LOBBY

Melani Mestre presents a musical tour through the Spanish piano literature of the last 400 years. A
unique journey that will allow us not only to travel through time but also through Spanish geography.

Sunday, September 18th
1:00pm / Alan Liu
OAKRIDGE PARK GALLERY

Alan Liu will perform a program by classical guitar's favourite composers, with both well-known
and lesser heard works. Enjoy music from every major period, from Bach to Bogdanovic.

3:00pm / Benedict Klöckner
OAKRIDGE PARK GALLERY

Benedict Klöckner is one of the “most exciting cellists of his generation” and played
all Bach Cello Suites most recently at the Philharmonie Berlin in Germany. Watch as
we experience his great work as a celist performing Bach.

7:00pm / Clémence de Forceville with Melani Mestre & Benedict Klöckner
OAKRIDGE PARK GALLERY

Clémence de Forceville will perform a violin program inspired by Johann Sebastian Bach, Hungarian
folk music and jazz & blues. Additionally, you will hear Antonín Dvořák’s famous “Dumky” piano trio,
performed by Clémence de Forceville, cellist Benedict Klöckner and pianist Melani Mestre.
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